
October 29, 2015

Dear Sir or Madam,     

We would like to introduce you to our robotics Team 5519 from Louise Arbour 
Secondary School. We are competing for the second time in the FIRST Tech Challenge, 
a large sport-like competition. FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and 
Technology), aims to inspire and increase student interest in the areas of science, 
technology and engineering through mentor-based programs. 

This competition is a once in a lifetime opportunity for our students to gain hands-on 
experience in the three fields focused on from FIRST. Hence, for the 2015-2016 school 
year, we aim to do so through participating in the FIRST Tech Challenge. Last year, 
Team 5519 was put together for the first time, and out of 45 teams we ranked 23rd at 
the Ryerson University competition. Our robot was the only entrant at this competition 
that was able to perform all four tasks without human aid, which helped us win the 
Inspirational Rookie Award.

Reflecting on our experiences we acknowledge our strengths (the diversity of our 
team members’ skills) and our areas of improvement (working on mastering technical 
aspects). We are hoping for the opportunity to build on this year’s experience and many 
to follow. 

The average rookie team was working on a $ 20,000 budget but we managed to build 
our robot under $4,500 of financial aid. To help us truly reach our full potential this 
spring we are looking for financial support from community sponsors. We hope for 
the opportunity to build on all aspects of the team. However, in order for us to have a 
successful year, your support is essential and would be greatly appreciated.

I would be pleased to meet in person or can be contacted via email or phone to further 
discuss our robotics team 5519, the FIRST Tech Challenge, and our opportunity to build 
a community partnership.

Thank you,
Robotics Team 5519 

Louise Arbour  Secondary  School
365 Father  Tobin  Road 
Brampton,  ON 
905-793-5451 ext429


